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Other potential titles for this talk.

Non-trivial exercises to illustrate the use of general
methodological tools to �nd universal laws.

Solution to hashing problems to be "solved" in future
published papers.

How to survive in a world full of (very few!) universal laws!:
"the hashing experience, what is left to us to solve!".

Personal approach

To give just a "taste" of Philippe Flajolet's approach to
Analytic Combinatorics and motivate to take (or continue!)
our personal discovery experience.

Today, the main issue are not the speci�c results. This talk is
about ideas, "personal experience" and "feelings"!

Hope to reach a general audience. Philippe is a specialist in
achieving this goal!

Try to present Philippe Flajolet's own views, through the
analysis of hashing problems.



The �ngerprint of every Philippe's paper.



Hashing and methodology in "Analytic Combinatorics".

Saddle Point and Hashing

Moment Pumping, Parking Problem and Hashing



Hashing and other combinatorial problems.

Random Allocation and Hashing

Birthday Paradox, Coupon Collector and Hashing



1 IntroductionAddress calculation methods may provide directaccess to data.SOURCE =) ADDRESSESx 7! h(x) = bm � xc| Place key x at location h(x)| Resolve collisions� by chaining� by \linear probing", or other methods.Works well for constrained data or random uniform data.Example: Apple II Basic: Use 2 letter identi�ers and index in26� 26 table.
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Natural data are often not uniformly random.Reduction to randomness viaa HASHING FUNCTION h(x) : U 7! [0 : :m� 1](previously h(x) = bm � xc)
Irregular -- Regular

Arithmetic hashing: take h(x) = value (x) mod mOthers: binary, Xor, etc, etc.Vincent Lum et alii, 1979: works well on real �les (DB).The distribution of natural digrams in a dictionary of the Englishlanguage with about 25,000 words (in gray), and the smoothing thatresults form hashing (in black). 2



2 Random AllocationsCollisions are barely avoidable, distrib. is irregular.m = # Urns, n = # BallsTheorem 0.(i) Collisions occur early = Birthday ParadoxExfFirst collision =m cellsg �r�m2(ii) Probability of no collisions in a full table isPrfNo collision n = mg = n!nn � e�np2�n:(iii) Empty cells disappear late = CouponCollectorExfAll m cells non-emptyg � m � logm:(iv) Even in an �-sparse allocation, � = nmExfMax bucket occupancyg � log nlog log nCollision management is a necessity4



The Poisson Law governs balls-in-urns modelsThow n balls into m buckets. Let� = nmbe �xed, 0 < � <1. Then, asymptotically (m;n! +1)� the proportion of empty urns is e��, 36% for � = 1;� the proportion of k-urns is a Poisson law of param. �Poisson(�; k) := e���kk ! :Proof.empty urns m� �m� 1m �n � m� e��:k{urns: m� �nk� � (m� 1)n�kmn � m� e���kk!=) Analysis of separate chaining:ExfC�(m;n)g � 1 + 1Xk=1 k � e���kk! � 1 + � :ExfC+(m;n)g � 1 + �25



Trie searching, dynamic hashing and extendible hashing



Abstract.



Directory trie in Extendible Hashing.



Height of the Directory in Extendible Hashing.



Size of the Directory in Extendible Hashing.



Bias probabilities and a factorization algorithm.



Computer graphic tools in 1982.



Hashing, Random Allocation and Probabilistic Languages



Abstract and Conclusions.



Birthday Paradox.



Coupon Collector.



LRU Caching.



Move to Front.



Bucket selection and sorting.



Abstract.



Relation with Hashing (Methods!).



Distributive selection.



Radix Selection.



Distributive sorting.



Radix Sorting.



General idea of the proof.



Linear Probing Hashing.



The mathematical beauty of Linear Probing!



Ramanujan's Q Function.



Abstract.



Ramanujan's Q function into play.



The Tree function y(z).



Main result.



Methodology . . .



. . . and more methodology!



Linear Probing and a box full of surprises!



Abstract



Companion paper in Special Issue (Flajolet's 50th birthday).



Main part of one of several mails exchanged with D. Knuth.

Date: Mon, 29 Sep 1997 13:15:21 -0700 (PDT)
. . .
To: Philippe.Flajolet@inria.fr
Subject: note from Don Knuth

Dear Ph, Ordinarily I am not happy to receive email, but in this
case it was very touching to learn that you had decided to dedicate
such a nice paper to me, just after I had (secretly) decided to
dedicate reference [22] to you!

But I haven't time to study it in detail now, as I'm working 150%
time on the new edition of Volume 3...
. . .
. . .
. . .
Best regards, Don



Combinatorial approach to Linear Probing.



Combinatorial Analysis (FPV).



Solution to the fundamental recurrence (Knuth).



Conclusions (Knuth).





3 Linear Probing HashingLINEAR PROBING: Physics of \What goes on"?| For very small �, expect a behaviour like separate chaining(S.C.H.): isolated elements only.| For moderate �, clusters start to form. These should be abit larger than S.C.H.| As �! 1, \clotting" takes place.| Last element su�ers from large displacement � m2 .

QUANTIFY?6



A story that starts with Knuth in 1962� A decomposition based on adding a new element�� Going through Abel identities(x+y)(x+y+n)n�1 = xy nXk=0�nk�(x+k)k�1(y+n�k)n�k�1:
��� And concluding with Ramanujan's functionQ(n) := 1+n� 1n +(n� 1)(n� 2)n2 +(n� 1)(n� 2)(n� 3)n3 +� � �

8



9



4 Analytic CombinatoricsTwo basic principles 7! \dictionaries"SYMBOLIC METHODSGenerating functions7! z11z+ z2 + z3 + 2 z4 + 2 z5 + 4 z6 + 5 z7 + 9 z8 + � � �Analytic functions and singularities
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CONSTRUCTIONSDictionary (I)F 7! ffng 7! f(z) =Xn fn znn! :11� f = 1 + f + f2 + f3 + � � �exp(f) = 1 + f + 12!f2 + 13!f3 + � � �A[B 7! A(z)+B(z)A�B 7! A(z)�B(z)SeqA 7! 11�A(z)SetA 7! exp(A(z))CycleA 7! log 11�A(z)
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COMPLEX ASYMPTOTICSDictionary (II)Point of regularity. f(z) � f(z0) + f 0(z0)(z � z0)exp(z)
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Permutations: (1� z)�1
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Distributional analysis (almost full tables)� Record construction cost = total displacement
Fn(q) = n�1Xk=0�n� 1k �Fk(q)(1 + q + � � �+ qk)Fn�1�k(q):� q{Calculus Xn qn2z2The construction cost is worst-case quadratic

17



5 Analysis of L.P.HAlmost full tables n = m� 1 have a tree decomposition.<Full> := <Full> * <Last> * <Full>^^^^^^ with PositionDictionary: Products 7! ProductsC = A ? B 7! C(z) = A(z) �B(z)Cn =Xk �nk�AkBn�kDictionary: Adding an element 7! Z , Cn = An�1C = Add(A) 7! C(z) = Z z0 A(w) dw:Dictionary: Choosing a position 7! @, Cn = (n+ 1)AnC = Pos(A) 7! @@z (z A(z)) :14



Asymptotics� Find the singularities of an Implicit Functionz � Te�T = 0| Implicit function theorem: OK if partial derivative isnonzero| Singularity when partial derivative equals 0(1� T )e�T = 0The system gives T = 1, z = e�1 .Singular dependence between z and T is locally quadraticT (z) =z!e�1 1�p1p1� ez +O(1� ez)Tnn! �r n2� en:Gives back Stirling's formula since Tn = nn�1.=) Analyse any expression involving T (z)16



Q-calculusn 7! [n] = 1 + q + q2 + � � � qn�1 = 1� qn1� qn! 7! [n]! = [1] � [2] � � � [n]P(n+ 1)fnzn 7! P[n+ 1]fnzn@@z (zf(z)) 7! H[f(z)] = F (z)� qF (qz)1� qMany \combinatorial identities" survive in the q-world, withq? 7! 1Example. [Euler] (exp(z))�1 = (exp(�z))�X znn! ��1 = �X (�z)nn! ��X zn[n]!��1 = �X qn(n�1)=2 (�z)n[n]! �
18



6 Limit distributionA method of \pumping" moments| Start from nonlinear combinatorial decomposition (BGF)�[F (z; q)] = 0| Apply derivatives U@rq to get rth moment.| Expect linear operator L withLfr = �r[f0; f1; : : : ; fr�1]| Solve exactly and/or or asymptotically (singularities)Method used on� Quicksort, Hennequin 1989: 100 moments; nonGaussian law� Path length in trees, Takacs 1990+� Area below walks, Louchard 1984� In situ permutation, Knuth 1972, Prodinger et aliiPath length in Cayley trees: F (z; q)� zeF (qz;q) = 021



Moments and reduced singular structurePumping moments ad libidinemzf1 � 12 1(1� T )2 ; zf2 � 54 1(1� T )5 ; zf3 � 454 1(1� T )8Lemma.8>>><>>>: zfr(z) � Cr(1� T (z))3r�12Cr = (3r � 4)rCr�1 + r�1Xj=1�rj�CjCr�j r � 1:Tree decomp. 7! Functional Eq. 7! Quadratic recurrenceBy singularity analysis impliesEf(dn;n�1)rg � ��(�12 )�(3r�12 )Cr �n2�3r=2�(s) := Z 10 e�tts�1 dt
22



Airy functionsQuadratic recurrence 7! Riccati ODE 7! Linear ODEy0 = y2 + by + c 7! y = �Y 0YThe GF of moment coe�cients diverges (taken in asymptoticsense) but it is expressed in terms of Airy function.Xr Cr zrr! = �I2=3( 13z )I2=3( 13z )Airy solution to Y 00 � zY = 0Ai(z) = 1� Z 10 cos�13 t3 + zt� dtUse Airy{Bessel asymptotics to get all moments.
23



Moment problemA classical theorem: if the \Moment generating function"M(z) =Xr �r zrr!has nonzero radius of convergence, then the law is uniquelydetermined by its moments.A corollary: Convergence of moments implies convergence ofdistributionsExample. w(x) = e�x, �r � r! =) M(z) = 11�zTheorem. For almost full tables, convergence to the Airydistribution,Prf dn;n�1(n=2)3=2 � xg ! PrfX � xg (n!1);where X is Airy distributed. E[Xr] = � �(�12 )�(3r�12 ) 
r.Xr�0
rwrr! = � �2=3(w)��1=3(w)��(w) = 1� (4�2 � 1)� w24�+ (4�2 � 1)(4�2 � 9)2! � w24�2� (4�2 � 1)(4�2 � 9)(4�2 � 25)3! � w24�3 + � � � :24



The Airy desnity
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7 Sparse tablesA table with m cells and n elements has g = m� n \gaps".SparseTable := <Full> * ... * <Full>(---- g times ----)Bivariate GF is: (F (z; q))gThe analysis can be \recycled"Theorem. For �-sparse tables, � = nm , mean and variance:E[dm;n] = n2 (Q0(m;n� 1) � 1);E[d2m;n] = n12 �(m� n)3 + (n + 3)(m � n)2 + (8n + 1)(m � n) + 5n2 + 4n� 1�((m� n)3 + 4(m � n)2 + (6n + 3)(m � n) + 8n)Q0(m;n� 1)� :Q0(m;n) := 1+ n� 1m + (n � 1)(n� 2)m2 + (n� 1)(n� 2)(n� 3)m3 + � � �E[dm;n] = �2(1� �)n� �2(1� �)3 +O(n�1);Var[dm;n] = 6�� 6�2 + 4�3 � �412(1� �)4 n� � � �Flajolet-Poblete-Viola (1997); Knuth (1997)26



The limit distributionTheorem. A Gaussian law.Proof. Integral of large powers by saddle point[zn](F (z; q))m�n = 12i� I (F (z; q))m�n dzzn+1
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20151050-5-10Plus continuity theorem for characteristic functions q = ei�Corollary. Works for large assemblies!E.g. [Mahmoud] Distribution sorts with O(n) buckets.27



Methodology again! Speci�c method is general!



8 CombinatoricsThe Airy distribution occurs in| (1) Full tables for L.P.H.| (2) Inversions in Trees| (4) Area below random walks| (5) Path length in random treesThe Airy coe�cients occur in| (3) Enumeration of connected graphsWhy?? Foata, Kreweras, Gessel, Knuth, Spencer, Louchard,Takacs, Wright, etc.F (z; q) = 1Xn=0 qn(n+1)=2 zn(q � 1)�nn!1Xn=0 qn(n�1)=2 zn(q � 1)�nn!F (z; q + 1) =Xn;t (n; n+ t� 1)qt zn�1(n� 1)! ;28



Hashing 7! Inversions 7! Graphs 7! Paths 7! Tree P.L.LPH has Airy distrib.Knuth 1997; Mallows{Riordan 1968@zF = F � HFSet z 7! z(1� q) and get connected graph GF.F (z; q) = 1Xn=0 qn(n+1)=2 zn(q � 1)�nn!1Xn=0 qn(n�1)=2 zn(q � 1)�nn!=) \Closed form" but moments are still \hard" to�nd!Hashing 7! Inversions 7! Graphs 7! Paths 7! Tree P.L.Foata ca 1971; Knuth 1997, Kreweras 1980. Almostfull table are combinatorially equivalent to trees.Correspondence: Connect a key/car to (immediatelybefore) where it wanted to land.Inversions in trees have Airy distrib.28-1



Hashing 7! Inversions 7! Graphs 7! Paths 7! Tree P.L.Correspondence: Depth-�rst search as a combinato-rial correspondence.Gessel{Wang 1979. Wright 1977 Count connectedgraphs by excess. Janson et al. 1993 The GiantpaperGraphs by excess counted by Airy coe�.Hashing 7! Inversions 7! Graphs 7! Paths 7! Tree P.L.Correspondence: Breadth-�rst search as a combina-torial correspondence.Spencer 1997. Leads to Poisson walks. Louchard1984. Analyse area by moments and/or Brownianmotion Connects to area of Dyck/Catalan paths byuniversality of Brownian motion11� qz1� q2z1� q3z. . . = q-exponentials
Excursion area has an Airy distribution28-2



Hashing 7! Inversions 7! Graphs 7! Paths 7! Tree P.L.Correspondence: Catalan (Dyck) walks as traversalsequences of Catalan trees.Takacs 1990-1994. Moment methods apply to simplefamilies.Path length in simple trees has Airy distrib.

28-3



Airy phenomena have a large degree of universalityFrom Flajolet-Salvy (1995): analytic explanationLemma. Let U(z) :=Pukzk. Then, q = e�t,Xk qk2=2uk = 1p2� Z +1�1 e�x2=2U(expt) dxCombinatorics 7! Coalescent saddles 7! Airy

Cf. Prellberg 1993. Flajolet-Noy 1997 Crossing in chordsystems. 29



"Monkey Saddle" as the ALGO project's logo.



18 years have already passed

from our �rst scienti�c meeting!



Since then



. . . Philippe dreamed with . . .



. . . and lead the construction of . . .



. . . a strong research group.



It is up to us to keep this dream alive.



We have to keep working as we have always done.



Philippe will always guide us in di�cult moments.



This is the way to honor him and his work.




